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ABSTRACT
Introduction To investigate the relationship between 
long- term change trajectory in body mass index (BMI) and 
the hazard of type 2 diabetes among Chinese adults.
Research design and methods Data were obtained 
from the China Health and Nutrition Survey (CHNS). Type 2 
diabetes was reported by participants themselves in each 
survey wave. The duration of follow- up was defined as the 
period from the first visit to the first time self- reported type 
2 diabetes, death, or other loss to follow- up from CHNS. 
The patterns of change trajectories in BMI were derived 
by latent class trajectory analysis method. The Fine and 
Gray regression model was used to estimate HRs with 
corresponding 95% CIs for type 2 diabetes.
Results Four patterns of the trajectories of change in 
BMI were identified among Chinese adults, 42.7% of 
participants had stable BMI change, 40.8% for moderate 
BMI gain, 8.9% for substantial BMI gain and 7.7% for 
weight loss. During the follow- up with mean 11.2 years 
(158 637 person- years contributed by 14 185 participants), 
498 people with type 2 diabetes (3.7%) occurred. Risk 
of type 2 diabetes was increased by 47% among people 
who gained BMI more substantially and rapidly (HR: 1.47, 
95% CI 1.08 to 2.02, p=0.016) and increased by 20% 
among those in people with the moderate BMI gain (HR: 
1.20, 95% CI 0.98 to 1.48, p=0.078), compared with those 
with stable BMI change.
Conclusions Long- term substantial gain of BMI was 
significantly associated with an increased risk of type 2 
diabetes in the Chinese adults.

INTRODUCTION
Type 2 diabetes is a serious chronic disease 
including a group of metabolic disorders 
characterized by increased blood glucose 
concentration.1 It is a risk factor of subsequent 
cardiovascular disease later in life and causes 
a substantial burden of premature death and 
disability.2 Type 2 diabetes is also an important 
global public health problem, which affected 
415 million people around the world.1 In 
China, the burden of type 2 diabetes has 

increased dramatically over recent decades, 
from approximately 1% in 1980,3 to around 
11% in 2013.4 Understanding the etiological 
study of diabetes is crucial to the control and 
prevention of this disease.

It is known that people who are overweight 
or obese have a higher risk of developing 
type 2 diabetes. Body mass index (BMI) is 
a measurement of the degree of obesity. A 
meta- analysis of prospective cohort studies 
reported that compared with people with 
normal weight (BMI: 18.5–24.9), people who 
were overweight (BMI: 25–30) or obese (BMI: 
>30) were more likely to have type 2 diabetes, 
the relative risk (RR) was 2.99 (95% CI 2.42 

Significance of this study

What is already known about this subject?
 ► Overweight or obese people have a higher risk of 
developing type 2 diabetes. However, the association 
between long- term change in body mass index (BMI) 
and the hazard of type 2 diabetes remains limited, 
especially in China.

What are the new findings?
 ► A significant number (49.7%) of Chinese adults with 
normal weight might become overweight or obese 
during middle age.

 ► Long- term substantial gain of BMI was significantly 
associated with a 47% increased hazard of type 2 
diabetes in the Chinese adults.

 ► No significant association was found between long- 
term BMI loss and the hazard of type 2 diabetes.

How might these results change the focus of 
research or clinical practice?

 ► Controlling the speed of weight gain in life course 
might be an effective health promotion approach, 
which may further reduce hazard of type 2 diabetes 
in the Chinese population.
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to 3.72) and 7.19 (95% CI 5.74 to 9.00), respectively. A 
longitudinal investigation among Japanese showed that 
the HR for 1 kg/m2 BMI increase was 1.26 (95% CI 1.24 to 
1.29) for men and 1.24 (95% CI 1.20 to 1.29) for women.5 
A large body of evidence has shown that the high BMI 
increase was an independent and dose- dependent risk 
for the occurrence of type 2 diabetes.6–8

Studies exploring the association between long- term 
BMI change and the risk of type 2 diabetes reported 
inconsistent results. Some studies indicated that 
almost any BMI/weight gain was a risk factor for type 
2 diabetes.9 10 Other studies showed that modest BMI/
weight loss (7%–10%) resulted in a substantial reduction 
(30%) in incidence of type 2 diabetes.10–12 On the other 
hand, several observational studies have shown inclusive 
and even contradictory results in the association between 
BMI/weight loss and the risk of type 2 diabetes.13 14

With time goes by, for exploring both the etiological 
study and intervention programs of type 2 diabetes, more 
researchers and clinical doctors are carrying out exten-
sive research on the long- term change in BMI with type 2 
diabetes development.15 Some studies have investigated 
the long- term change in BMI before the onset of type 2 
diabetes and found that the BMI increase over time was 
a risk factor of type 2 diabetes using data from repeated 
clinical measurements during follow- up examinations of 
USA and Western adults.16–18 However, in the previous 
studies exploring the relationship between change in 
BMI and the risk of type 2 diabetes, the change in BMI 
was usually defined as the difference in BMI measures 
of two time points. This approach assumed that the rela-
tionship between longitudinal change in BMI during life 
course and the risk of type 2 diabetes was simple linear, 
however, this assumption might not be realistic. Instead, 
a more appealing way of examining the long- term change 
in BMI is to model group- based trajectories of change in 
BMI based on repeated measures during life using latent 
class trajectory analysis (LCTA).19 With this method, the 
comprehensively understanding of longitudinal phys-
iological changes during life is advanced substantially, 
which can help to investigate the relationship between 
change in BMI and risk of type 2 diabetes. Moreover, the 
prevalence of obesity showed a great difference between 
Western and Asian populations,20 and the previous 
studies based on Western populations might not accu-
rately represent the changing patterns of body weight 
prior to type 2 diabetes diagnosis in Asians, especially 
in Chinese.21 22 For the same BMI level, Chinese might 
have a higher risk of type 2 diabetes than Caucasians,23 
thus it is necessary to investigate the relationship between 
change in BMI and risk of type 2 diabetes in China.

To provide a scientific evidence for the association 
between long- term change in BMI and the hazard of type 
2 diabetes among Chinese, we used the data from a large 
nationwide cohort study, the China Health and Nutrition 
Survey (CHNS), to examine the effect of trajectories of 
change in BMI derived by LCTA method on the hazard 
of type 2 diabetes among Chinese adults.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Study design and participants
Data analyzed in our study were collected from CHNS, 
which is an ongoing, open- cohort, internationally, collab-
orative project to see how the social and economic trans-
formation of Chinese society has affected the health and 
nutritional status of its population. The first wave of the 
CHNS was conducted in 1989, and it was subsequently 
performed in 1991, 1993, 1997, 2000, 2004, 2006, 2009, 
2011 and 2015. Data from CHNS provide us an opportu-
nity to explore the longitudinal effect of BMI change on 
the hazard of type 2 diabetes. A detailed description of 
the design and procedures of CHNS has been published 
elsewhere.24

Because the data from wave 1989 did not cover the 
complete characteristics of participants and the data from 
wave 2015 have not been completely released so far, the 
data used in our study were based on eight waves of the 
CHNS conducted from 1991 to 2011. The flow diagram 
of the study cohort is summarized in figure 1. A total 
of 33 407 participants with 102 082 visits were extracted 
from the original surveys. However, 12 660 participants 
were excluded due to have less than two visits during 
the follow- up duration. Among the remaining 20 747 
participants, we further excluded 6562 (31.6%) ones 
from the current analysis, including 4475 adolescents 
(<18 years), 352 pregnant women, 1222 participants who 
have a history of metabolic- related disease (eg, 178 type 
2 diabetes, 948 hypertension, 44 myocardial infarctions, 

Figure 1 Flow diagram for cohort selection and censure.
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33 apoplexies and 19 cancers) and 513 participants with 
implausible outlying data (eg, weight >300 kg or <20 kg) 
at baseline. Finally, a total of 14 185 participants with 
62 617 visits were included in the final analytic sample. 
Demographic characteristics of participants in final 
analytic sample and excluded samples were compared 
(online supplementary table 1).

Definition of follow-up in the study
Participants included in this analysis were followed 
prospectively from the time of their first visit to the CHNS. 
As participants in this open cohort can join and leave the 
survey at any wave, participants lost to follow- up in one 
wave were still considered joining the survey in other 
waves. We define the duration of follow- up as the period 
from the first visit to the latest visit participants attended 
with the information about self- reported type 2 diabetes, 
competing risk event (death), or loss to follow- up from 
the CHNS study.

Self-reported diagnosed type 2 diabetes
The biomarker data were only collected from 2009 
CHNS survey. Assessing diabetes according to self- report 
with only biomarker data available in 2009 might lead 
to the prevalence of diabetes being much higher in the 
2009 survey than other surveys. This could bias the longi-
tudinal association between trajectories of BMI change 
and the hazard risk of diabetes in our analysis. With this 
consideration, we finally only used self- reported diabetes 
information in our study. Type 2 diabetes was diagnosed 
by trained clinicians and reported by participants them-
selves in each survey wave. Participants were asked by the 
well- trained investigators whether they were diagnosed 
with type 2 diabetes by clinical measurements at each 
wave of this study. Answering ‘yes’ to the question ‘has 
a doctor ever told you that you suffer from diabetes?’ 
was defined as having self- reported diagnosed type 2 
diabetes. Previous research supported that self- reported 
diabetes was a relatively valid tool to access the diabetes 
status of study participants in China.25 For those partici-
pants who were diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, the self- 
reported age of diagnosed type 2 diabetes was extracted 
from the question ‘How old were you when the doctor 
told you this? (years)’.

Anthropometry
Weight and height of the participants were collected 
by trained health workers using standard protocols, 
set by the WHO, at each wave.24 Weight was measured 
without shoes and wearing lightweight clothing to the 
nearest 0.1 kg using a calibrated beam scale, and height 
was measured to the nearest 0.2 cm without shoes using 
a portable SECA stadiometer. Three measurements 
were obtained per subject, and the mean value of three 
measurements was used in the analysis for both weight 
and height. BMI was calculated as weight (in kilograms) 
divided by the square of height (in meters).

Trajectories of change in BMI
In this study, trajectories of change in BMI were identi-
fied using LCTA, a method that has been used to iden-
tify unobserved trajectory classes in epidemiological 
data.26 LCTA has the advantage of identifying distinct 
groups with similar underlying trajectories.5 27 28 These 
trajectories can vary in functional form across a number 
of different order polynomials, allowing the best- fitting 
polynomial form to be specified for each trajectory sepa-
rately. This property may be particularly important in 
our sample given the differential age- related patterns 
of change in BMI observed over the past 20 years in 
China.29 The procedure used to derive the trajectories 
is more fully described elsewhere.30 Briefly, LCTA was 
conducted using SAS V.9.4 (SAS Institute) with the TRAJ 
procedure.19 31 We modeled BMI change, calculated as 
current BMI minus baseline BMI and selected the best- fit 
models following standard guidelines.5 19 The best- fit 
models were chosen based on Bayesian Information 
Criteria, substantive knowledge about the BMI change 
over time and each trajectory containing at least 5% 
predicted sample size. Further information on the fitting 
of trajectory model and parameter estimation to describe 
the specific characteristics and differences of each trajec-
tory was included in online supplementary table 2 amd 
3. Once BMI change trajectories were determined, the 
individuals were assigned to the class with the highest 
posterior probability.27 Trajectory membership was then 
treated as an indicator variable in the study.

Covariates
Some potential covariates might confound the relation 
between BMI trajectories and type 2 diabetes in this 
study. Based on previous literatures,32–34 the demograph-
ical factors, health- related behavior factors and anthro-
pometry (blood pressure and BMI) at baseline, which 
were found to be associated with type 2 diabetes, were 
considered as potential confounders.

Demographic variables included age, gender, educa-
tion level, household income and urban- rural residence. 
Educational year was derived from questionnaire and 
divided into five categories: never, 6 years or less, 6–8 
years, 9–11 years, and 12 years or higher. Household 
income was derived from total household income and 
measured in yuan.34

According to the answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the question 
‘Have you ever smoked cigarettes (including hand- rolled 
or device- rolled)’, participants were defined as smokers 
or non- smokers. To determine alcohol consumption, 
individuals were asked the question, ‘Have you consumed 
alcohol (beer, wine or other alcoholic beverage) during 
the past year (yes, no)?’. Participants were defined as 
drinker or non- drinker according to their answers of ‘yes’ 
or ‘no’.

We derived physical activity measures from a semiquan-
titative assessment used to determine their occupational, 
domestic, travel, and leisure physical activity levels. The 
intensity (metabolic equivalent, MET, unit kcal/kg/h) of 
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each activity in the questionnaire was coded according 
to the compendium of physical activities.32 The total 
MET*hours/day was a combined score calculated by 
multiplying the frequency, duration, and intensity of 
physical activity.

The total energy intake was estimated by both the 
household and individual levels.34 Household food 
consumption was determined by conducting a detailed 
examination of changes in inventory from the beginning 
to the end of each day for 3 consecutive days in combina-
tion with a weighing technique. Individual dietary intake 
for 3 consecutive days was collected for every household 
member.

Furthermore, smoking, alcohol consumption, phys-
ical activity and dietary energy intake were predisposed 
as time- variant variables in current prospective cohort 
studies.35 In this analysis, we divided participants into 
four categories based on their changes in smoking 
and alcohol consumption behavior during follow- up 
period: (1) neither smoking/drinking at baseline nor at 
latest survey (never smoking/drinking); (2) smoking/
drinking at latest survey but not at baseline (change to 
be a smoker/drinker); (3) smoking/drinking at baseline 
but not at latest survey (quit smoking/drinking); and 
(4) both smoking/drinking at baseline and latest survey 
(keep smoking/drinking). Change in physical activity 
and energy intake level from baseline to latest survey 
was classified as two categories (increase or decrease) by 
calculating their values at current minus those at baseline.

In order to avoid possible overadjustment, we used the 
directed acyclic graph (DAG) and change- in- estimation 
measures to identify the minimum set of variables to enter 
into the adjusted model.36 37 After selecting the model 
using the previously described DAG (online supplemen-
tary figure 1), the covariate for which removal caused the 
change in the exposure HR less than 0.1 (a 10% change) 
was removed. Seven variables (age in years as continues 
variable; gender, change in physical activity and change in 
dietary energy intake as binary variables; BMI at baseline, 
change in smoking, and change in alcohol consumption 
as categorical variables) were included in final analysis.

Statistical analysis
Sociodemographic and health- related characteristics 
of the study participants were summarized using the 
mean±SD for continuous variables, and count (propor-
tion) for binary and categorical variables. Analysis of vari-
ance and χ2 tests were used to test differences between 
continuous variables and binary/categorical variables, 
respectively.

During the follow- up period, some participants might 
die before they were diagnosed with diabetes. Consid-
ering this assumption, we used a competing risk frame-
work with deaths as competing events to estimate the 
cumulative incidence of type 2 diabetes and examine the 
association between patterns of trajectories of change in 
BMI and the hazards of self- reported type 2 diabetes. The 
Fine and Gray regression model was used to calculate 

the subdistribution HR for the occurrence of type 2 
diabetes with corresponding 95% CIs,38 with time since 
entry into the study as the underlying timescale (model 
1). We adjusted for covariates at baseline in several steps. 
We gradually added to the crude model those covariates 
considered to be potential confounders for the type 2 
diabetes. Four adjusted models were built: (1) model 
2 was adjusted for age and gender based on the crude 
model (model 1); (2) model 3 further adjusted change 
in smoking (never smoking, change to be a smoker, 
quit smoking and keep smoking), alcohol consumption 
(never drinking, change to be a drinker, quit drinking, 
keep drinking) and physical activity (increase and 
decrease) based on the model 2; (3) model 4 further 
adjusted for change in dietary energy intake (increase 
and decrease) based on the model 3. In addition, we 
used inverse probability of censorship weighting (IPCW) 
approach in model 5 to adjust for potential bias from loss 
to follow- up.39 40

Additional subgroup analyses were performed sepa-
rately according to baseline characteristics as gender, 
BMI status at baseline, urbanization status (urban vs 
rural), age group (≤35 years vs >35 years) and change in 
health- related behaviors (smoking, alcohol consump-
tion, physical activity and dietary energy intake), which 
would explore the stability and heterogeneity of associa-
tion between the changing BMI and self- reported type 2 
diabetes. Possible effect modification by those variables 
of the association between different patterns of BMI 
trajectories and the risk of type 2 diabetes was tested 
using Wald χ2 tests with adding each variable as primary 
predictor interaction terms. Effect estimates for the inter-
action term are shown only for models with a p<0.10.

Furthermore, to evaluate the statistical effect of 
missing covariates data on the association between 
covariates and type 2 diabetes, the multivariate anal-
yses were also performed with multiple imputations 
by the chained equations method. First, missing data 
were assumed to be missing at random mechanism. We 
included BMI change trajectory patterns, self- reported 
type 2 diabetes and the other variables from model 5 
in the imputation models. Discriminant functions for 
binary/categorical covariates and linear regression for 
continuous covariates were used to impute values. Since 
the maximum amount of missing among those variables 
was less than 15%, we generated 20 imputed data sets. 
The Fine and Gray’s model as done in aforementioned 
analysis was repeated using each of the augmented data 
sets, parameter estimates were averaged across the 20 
analyses, and their SEs were computed using the Rubin 
method. Second, we used a pattern mixture method to 
evaluate the sensitivity of our results under the missing 
not at random (MNAR) assumption.41

All statistical tests were two sided, and p values less 
than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statis-
tical analyses were performed using SAS V.9.4 (SAS Insti-
tute). Fine and Gray’s model was performed by using 
SAS PROC PHREG. Multiple imputation and MNAR 
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sensitivity analysis were performed by using SAS PROCs 
MI and MIANALYZE.

RESULTS
Pattern of BMI change trajectories and baseline information 
of participants of different BMI change trajectory pattern
Among 14 185 participants with 62 509 BMI measure-
ments, we identified four distinct patterns of trajectories 
of change in BMI (figure 2). The latent class pattern 
characterized by a stable BMI change indicated a total 
average change of nearly 0 kg/m2 during the entire 
follow- up and was termed as ‘Stable’, this pattern repre-
sented most of the participants (n=5858, 42.7%). The 
second pattern had a total average gain of almost 3 kg/
m2 during follow- up and was termed as ‘Moderate gain’ 
(n=5609, 40.8%). The third pattern termed as ‘Substan-
tial gain’ was characterized by a rapidly total average gain 
of nearly 6 kg/m2 (n=1217, 8. 9%). The fourth pattern 
had an average decrease of nearly 3 kg/m2 during the 
follow- up and was labeled ‘Loss’ (n=1052, 7.7%).

Most characteristics were significantly different 
between the analytic and excluded samples (online 
supplementary table 1). The mean age of participants at 
baseline was 41.4±15.0 years, 53.2% of the participants 
were women. Approximately 45% of them had an educa-
tion level of more than 9 years and about 64% lived in 
rural areas. Over 30% of participants were smoker or 
drinker. The mean physical activity was 6.7±10.9 MET/
day. According to the pattern of trajectories of change in 
BMI, the comparison of the characteristics between the 
participants who were enrolled in present analysis was 
presented in table 1. Mean age, education level, urban-
ization, BMI/weight and diastolic blood pressure at 
baseline were significantly different among the patterns, 
whereas their gender, household income, change in 
smoking, change in alcohol consumption, change in 
physical activity level, dietary energy intake and duration 
of follow- up were similar.

Association between BMI gain trajectories and type 2 
diabetes
During the mean of 11.2 years (158 637 person- years) of 
follow- up, there were 498 self- reported type 2 diabetes 
(3.7%), 1071 deaths as competing risk (7.4%) and 12 167 
(85.8%) censoring occurrence totally. Among those 
participants with self- reported type 2 diabetes, 190 were 
in the ‘Stable’ pattern (3.2%), 219 in the ‘Moderate 
gain’ pattern (3.9%), 54 in the ‘Substantial gain’ pattern 
(4.4%) and 35 in the ‘Loss’ pattern (3.3%). Cumula-
tive hazard of self- reported type 2 diabetes is shown in 
figure 3. Compared with ‘Stable’ pattern, ‘Substantial 
gain’ (HR: 1.38, 95% CI 1.02 to 1.87, p=0.036) pattern 
was associated with higher hazard of type 2 diabetes. No 
significant associations were shown in both ‘Moderate 
gain’ (HR: 1.18, 95% CI 0.97 to 1.43, p=0.103) and ‘Loss’ 
patterns (HR: 1.01, 95% CI 0.70 to 1.45, p=0.965) with 
the risk of type 2 diabetes. Table 2 further summarized 
the Fine and Gray’s multiple regression analysis for the 
associations between different patterns of trajectories 
of change in BMI and the hazard of type 2 diabetes; the 
‘Substantial gain’ pattern was still associated with the 
hazard of type 2 diabetes after adjusting for potential 
covariates with HR varying from 1.36 (95% CI 1.01 to 
1.84, p=0.047 in model 2) to 1.50 (95% CI 1.10 to 2.02, 
p=0.010 in model 5).

Exploring analysis
Additional subgroup analyses were presented in online 
supplementary figure 2, with a focus on exploring differ-
ences according to gender, BMI at baseline, urbaniza-
tion, age and change in health- related behavior variables 
(smoking, drinking, physical activity and dietary energy 
intake) for the risk of type 2 diabetes. Those analyses 
assessed whether the effect of change in BMI trajectory 
was similar across subgroups. Subgroup analyses showed 
only effect on appreciable modification of BMI at base-
line was significant (interaction p value <0.05). Further-
more, a sensitivity analysis showed that these trends were 
still unchanged in multiple imputation analysis (online 
supplementary table 5).

DISCUSSION
Main findings
In the present study, we investigated the trajectories of 
change in BMI in China using LCTA method based on a 
20- year longitudinal sample from the CHNS study. Four 
patterns of the trajectories of change in BMI were identi-
fied among Chinese adults. About 4 in 10 Chinese adults 
could keep their BMI stable and only a handful of adults 
had a decline in BMI. It is worth noting that 49.7% of 
Chinese adults had moderate/substantial BMI gain, which 
meant a total average increment of more than 3 kg/m2 
of BMI during the entire period of follow- up. It implied 
that a significant number of Chinese adults with normal 
weight might become overweight or obese during the 
middle age. Additionally, we investigated the associations 

Figure 2 Trajectory modeling identified four distinct body 
mass index (BMI) gain patterns.
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Table 1 Characteristics of participants among four groups of BMI gain trajectories (n=14 185*)

Loss Stable Moderate gain Substantial gain P value

Participants (n) 1052 5858 5609 1218

BMI measurements during 
follow- up

4.5±2.03 4.4±2.1 4.5±2.1 4.4±2.0 0.361

Age (years) 40.6±14.7 41.6±14.9 41.5±15.1 42.0±15.0 <0.0001

Female (%) 559 (53.1) 3128 (53.4) 2981 (53.2) 670 (55.1) 0.980

Education (years) 6.9±4.2 6.6±4.2 6.4±4.3 6.5±4.3 0.004

  Never 143 (15.0%) 935 (17.7%) 988 (19.5%) 197 (18.2%) 0.066

  <6 200 (21.0%) 1109 (21.0%) 1078 (21.3%) 237 (21.9%)

  6–8 177 (18.6%) 939 (17.8%) 894 (17.6%) 189 (17.4%)

  9–11 298 (31.3%) 1639 (31.1%) 1467 (28.9%) 309 (28.5%)

  >12 134 (14.1%) 649 (12.3%) 647 (12.8%) 152 (14.0%)

Rural (%) 605 (57.5) 3590 (61.3) 3796 (67.7) 752 (61.8) <0.001

Household income (¥) 6460.4±7203.9 6459.1±10 654.2 6194.3±11 095.0 6005.3±7415.9 0.453

Anthropometry at baseline  

  Height (cm) 161.1±8.2 160.4±8.5 160.4±8.3 160.9±8.3 0.014

  Weight (kg) 58.9±10.7 57.4±10.2 57.1±10.0 57.9±10.3 <0.001

  BMI (kg/m2) 22.6±3.3 22.3±3.1 22.1±3.0 22.3±3.2 <0.001

    Lean (<18.5) 77 (7.3%) 481 (8.2%) 485 (8.7%) 97 (8.0%) 0.004

    Normal (18.5–23.9) 658 (62.6%) 3875 (66.2%) 3802 (67.8%) 809 (66.5%)

    Overweight (24–27.9) 249 (23.7%) 1216 (20.8%) 1066 (19.0%) 250 (20.5%)

    Obesity (≥28) 68 (6.5%) 286 (4.9%) 256 (4.6%) 61 (5.0%)

  Systolic BP (mm Hg) 117.2±16.6 116.9±17.6 116.2±18.0 117.1±18.1 0.114

  Diastolic BP (mm Hg) 76.3±10.5 76.1±10.9 75.6±11.4 76.3±11.8 0.029

Initial health- related behavior at baseline  

  Cigarette smoker (%) 328 (31.7) 1891 (32.8) 1812 (32.8) 390 (32.6) 0.922

  Alcohol drinker (%) 406 (38.8) 2168 (37.3) 2020 (36.2) 413 (34.2) 0.081

  Physical activities (MET- hours/
day)

6.9±10.6 6.6±10.7 6.9±11.4 6.7±10.5 0.462

  Dietary total energy (kcal) 2490.5±733.3 2475.2±780.0 2481.2±746.5 2446.9±710.5 0.493

Latest health- related behavior

  Cigarette smoker (%) 286 (28.1) 1584 (28.3) 1541 (28.7) 310 (26.6) 0.509

  Alcohol drinker (%) 337 (33.0) 1808 (32.2) 1681 (31.3) 341 (29.3) 0.540

  Physical activities (MET- hours/
day)

20.2±18.5 19.1±19.8 18.8±19.8 19.4±19.5 0.184

  Dietary total energy (kcal) 2147.9±951.4 2096.5±949.1 2070.1±897.8 2085.5±684.0 0.059

Change in time- varying health- related behavior  

  Smoking         

    Never smoking 640 (64.6%) 3553 (64.6%) 3358 (63.8%) 749 (65.8%) 0.338

    Change to be a smoker 51 (5.2%) 238 (4.3%) 275 (5.2%) 41 (3.6%)

    Quit smoking 76 (7.7%) 415 (7.6%) 421 (8.0%) 93 (8.2%)

    Keep smoking 224 (22.6%) 1291 (23.5%) 1211 (23.0%) 256 (22.5%)

  Alcohol consumption

    Never drinking 538 (53.0%) 3014 (54.0%) 2951 (55.3%) 669 (57.8%) 0.501

    Change to be a drinker 90 (8.9%) 538 (9.6%) 513 (9.6%) 104 (9.0%)

    Quit drinking 141 (13.9%) 764 (13.7%) 714 (13.4%) 149 (12.9%)

    Keep drinking 246 (24.2%) 1263 (22.6%) 1161 (21.8%) 235 (20.3%)

Continued
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of the hazard of type 2 diabetes with those patterns using 
competing risk analysis and found that ‘Substantial gain’ 
trajectory of longitudinal change in BMI might increase 
significantly the risk of type 2 diabetes in Chinese adults 
compared with ‘Stable’ trajectory, even after adjustment 
for age, gender, initial BMI at baseline and change in 
health- related behaviors during the follow- up period.

Comparisons with other studies and implications of findings
The hazard of self- reported type 2 diabetes (3.7%, from 
3.2% to 4.4% in each pattern) in our study was lower 
than those reported in other studies in the world (9.0% 
in men and 7.9% in women at 2014) and in China 
(11.2%).42 43 Variation in reported risk of type 2 diabetes 
might be attributed to the different assessment methods 
of diabetes between our study and other studies. As we 
described in the Research Design and Methods section, 
we finally decided to assess diabetes according to 

self- report, which could underestimate the prevalence of 
diabetes in our study. It was sufficiently discussed in the 
Study Strengths and Limitations section.

Our results showed that people experiencing long- 
term substantial gain of BMI were more likely to have 
type 2 diabetes. This was in line with previous studies in 
different cultural and socioeconomic setting population 
from Western to Asian countries.16–18 44 45 A prospec-
tive cohort study with 24 years of follow- up in the USA 
(n=114 824) indicated that BMI increase over time has 
been consistently shown as a risk factor of type 2 diabetes, 
and the women who had weight gain of 5.0–7.9 kg had 
90% higher risk of type 2 diabetes.16 Another national 
cohort study in the USA (n=14 407) reported that 
increase in BMI may portend an increase in the incidence 
of type 2 diabetes.17 In addition, a prospective cohort 
study of university alumni in the USA (n=20 187) with 
over 30 years of follow- up indicated that BMI gain signifi-
cantly increased the risk of type 2 diabetes with a posi-
tive dose–response relation.45 Recently, an observational 
prospective cohort study from the UK (n=6705) showed 
that nearly all adults who developed type 2 diabetes were 
with gradual increases in BMI (0.13 kg/m2 per year) over 
an 18- year observation period.18 In Asian population, 
a retrospective cohort study from Japan revealed that 
individuals who eventually progressed to type 2 diabetes 
experienced increasing levels of BMI in the early stage 
of the disease development. Their mean BMI changed 
from 23.7±2.3 kg/m2 at 10 years before diagnosis to 
24.5±3.0 kg/m2 at 8 years before diagnosis, and then 
maintained stable over the 8 years before the diagnosis of 
type 2 diabetes.44 Our study analyzed the data of repeated 
BMI measurements during 20 years of follow- up and 
confirmed that the long- term substantial excess BMI gain 
could be a risk factor of type 2 diabetes in China. With 
controlling those key confounders reported in previous 
studies in our multivariate competing risk model step by 

Loss Stable Moderate gain Substantial gain P value

  Physical activity change (MET- 
hours/day)

13.17±20.12 12.25±21.12 11.60±21.14 12.30±21.04 0.121

   Increase 666 (65.1%) 3638 (64.5%) 3449 (63.9%) 776 (66.3%) 0.619

   Decrease 357 (34.9%) 2000 (35.5%) 1946 (36.1%) 394 (33.7%)

  Dietary total energy level (kcal) −341.57±1093.37 −380.36±1142.08 −411.34±1079.06 −365.65±873.41 0.168

   Increase 341 (33.3%) 1774 (31.5%) 1639 (30.4%) 372 (31.8%) 0.130

   Decrease 682 (66.7%) 3864 (68.5%) 3756 (69.6%) 798 (68.2%)

Type 2 diabetes 35 (3.3%) 190 (3.2%) 219 (3.9%) 54 (4.4%) 0.067

Censored 953 (90.6%) 5236 (89.4%) 4952 (88.3%) 1079 (88.7%)

Competing risk (death) 64 (6.1%) 432 (7.4%) 438 (7.8%) 84 (6.9%)

Duration of follow- up (years) 11.4±6.7 11.0±6.8 11.3±6.8 10.9±6.7 0.053

Values in the table are mean±SD or n (%); missing data are handled in the analysis.
*448 participants were failed to be classified into BMI trajectory groups.
BMI, body mass index; BP, blood pressure; MET, metabolic equivalent.

Table 1 Continued

Figure 3 Cumulative incidence event risk of type 2 diabetes 
among different patterns of body mass index (BMI) change 
trajectory.
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step, our result was independent of differences in base-
line characteristics, including age, gender, BMI at base-
line and time- related variation of health- related behavior 
factors.

In addition to these similarities with the published 
literature, we further identified unique patterns of longi-
tudinal change in BMI associated with hazard of type 
2 diabetes. Four patterns of the trajectories of change 
in BMI were found among Chinese adults with LCTA 
method. Forty per cent of Chinese adults could keep 
their stable BMI in the course of life but an important 
finding was that near half of Chinese adults could expe-
rience moderate or substantial BMI gain in the course 
of life, which implied that they would be caught in the 
risk of having chronic diseases, such as hypertension.46 
Our study found that hazard of type 2 diabetes was 
increased by 47% among people who gained BMI more 
substantially and rapidly (HR: 1.47, 95% CI 1.08 to 2.02) 
and increased by 20% among those in people with the 
moderate level of BMI gain (HR: 1.20, 95% CI 0.98 to 
1.48), compared with those with stable BMI change. It 
has previously been proposed that more rapid weight 
gain may increase the hazard of type 2 diabetes in Japa-
nese.47 Our results provide preliminary evidence that 
rapid and substantial BMI gain might place Chinese indi-
viduals at greater risk for type 2 diabetes. This finding 
implied that controlling the weight from early adulthood 
and restricting the speed of weight gain may be more 
effective for reducing the hazard of type 2 diabetes in 
middle- aged Chinese adults.

Beyond our expectation, there was not significant asso-
ciation found between long- term BMI loss and the hazard 
of type 2 diabetes in this study. This was inconsistent with 
previous studies in Western countries. The result from 
the Health Professionals Follow- up Study (n=22 171) in 
the USA showed that compared with men whose weight 
remained stable (±2 kg), men who lost weight more than 

6 kg in 10 years had 50% lower risk of type 2 diabetes 
(RR: 0.5, 95% CI 0.3 to 0.9). Another prospective study 
that followed up 7176 British men during 20 years indi-
cated that BMI loss was associated with lower risk of type 
2 diabetes than the stable group (RR: 0.62, 95% CI 0.42 
to 0.90).10 Recently, a pooled analysis of data from three 
European trial cohorts (n=739) reported participants 
with ≥5% BMI loss at 1 year had 65% lower risk of type 
2 diabetes (HR: 0.35, 95% CI 0.22 to 0.56); maintaining 
≥5% BMI loss longer could further reduce type 2 diabetes 
incidence.48 However, our results were consistent with 
some previous studies that long- term BMI loss did not 
decrease the risk of type 2 diabetes,13 14 especially in 
Asians populations.49 One of the possible mechanisms of 
the association between long- term substantial gain of BMI 
with the hazard of type 2 diabetes would be the altered 
adipose tissue distribution in individuals with more rapid 
weight gain resulting in higher insulin concentration 
associated.47 Further investigation is needed to explore 
the impact of long- term substantial gain of BMI on the 
pathology of type 2 diabetes.

Study strengths and limitations
Our study had some unique strengths worthy to mention. 
First, while a cluster randomized trial study (Da Qing 
Diabetes Prevention Study) has suggested that weight 
loss related to lifestyle intervention was an effective 
approach to prevent diabetes in China,50 there remains 
significant uncertainty of whether these interventions 
can reduce weight, especially given that participants in 
this intervention study were high- risk group (impaired 
glucose tolerance). Our population- based long- term 
follow- up study, with participants randomly selected 
from the mainland China and followed up nearly for 20 
years, provides generalizable evidence of the long- term 
harmful impact of substantial and rapid weight gain 
to support public health programs. Second, with the 

Table 2 Multivariate Cox regression analysis for the associations between different patterns of BMI trajectories and the risk 
of self- reported type 2 diabetes

BMI 
trajectory 
change 
pattern

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

HR
(95% CI) P value

HR
(95% CI) P value

HR
(95% CI) P value

HR
(95% CI) P value

HR
(95% CI) P value

Loss 1.01 (0.70 to 
1.45)

0.965 1.07 (0.75 to 
1.53)

0.721 1.05 (0.72 to 
1.54)

0.792 1.06 (0.72 to 
1.55)

0.768 0.99 (0.67 to 
1.45)

0.949

Stable Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference

Moderate 
gain

1.18 (0.97 to 
1.43)

0.103 1.16 (0.96 to 
1.41)

0.125 1.16 (0.94 to 
1.42)

0.169 1.15
(0.94 to 1.41)

0.182 1.15 (0.94 to 
1.42)

0.174

Substantial 
gain

1.38 (1.02 to 
1.87)

0.036 1.36 (1.01 to 
1.84)

0.047 1.49 (1.09 to 
2.03)

0.012 1.49 (1.09 to 
2.03)

0.012 1.50 (1.10 to 
2.05)

0.010

Model 1 includes only the category of BMI trajectory change pattern.
Model 2 adds age and gender to model 1.
Model 3 includes covariates in model 2 plus smoke, drink, and physical activity.
Model 4 includes covariates in model 3 plus dietary energy intake.
Model 5 IPCW method adjusted for potential bias from loss to follow- up.
Bold font indicates significant association.
BMI, body mass index; IPCW, inverse probability of censorship weighting.
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design of cohort study, we were able to clearly indicate 
the temporal sequence association between longitudinal 
exposure of BMI change and the risk of type 2 diabetes. 
Finally, instead of using difference in BMI at only two 
time points in previous studies,13 15 17 we modeled the 
trajectory of change in BMI over time to represent the 
long- term tendency of BMI gain and loss. It could reflect 
the whole face of BMI change and its effect on occur-
rence of diabetes. This framework of modeling BMI 
trajectory could be a unique economic tool which may 
facilitate public health intervention, and could be widely 
used in primary health system for identifying person at 
high risk of diabetes.

Along with these strengths above, our study has several 
limitations. First, as we mentioned previously, assessment 
of type 2 diabetes in our study was based on participants’ 
self- report rather than medical record or diagnosis tests, 
which could induce the reporting/recalling bias. In view 
of the low diagnosis rate of type 2 diabetes in China, 
some actual patients who had not been diagnosed by 
the doctor reported their conditions as without type 2 
diabetes. It might lead to underestimation of the preva-
lence of type 2 diabetes in our study (online supplemen-
tary table 4). To evaluate the degree of underestimation 
of diabetes in our study, we assessed diabetes based on 
self- report of diabetes and biomarker data in 2009 wave 
survey and found the prevalence of diabetes in 2009 
was 8.6%, which was similar to the average prevalence 
of diabetes in the world and in China reported by other 
studies.42 43 It indicated that our studies might underes-
timate 50% risk of diabetes. However, with the consider-
ation of that assessing diabetes according to self- report 
with only one biomarker datum collected in 2009 might 
bias the longitudinal association between trajectories 
of BMI change and the hazard risk of diabetes in our 
analysis, we finally only used self- reported diabetes infor-
mation in our study. Second, although we reduced the 
possibility of confounding by controlling for relevant 
factors, it was still possible that the real effect could be 
overestimated or underestimated due to confounding 
by some genetic and environment factors not included 
in the present analysis, such as ethnicity, food security, 
sugar availability, impaired glucose tolerance and visceral 
fat distribution.1 51 Further studies are needed to explore 
the influence of those unmeasured confounders on the 
association between long- term physiological changes in 
the natural population and the hazard of type 2 diabetes. 
Third, subjects excluded from our analysis were seemed 
to be younger, higher household income level and higher 
education level (online supplementary table 1). We hope 
but did not have an opportunity to estimate the effect of 
BMI trajectory on the hazard of type 2 diabetes in those 
subjects. Thus, our results might not be generalizable 
to young adults, and high- income and highly educated 
people. Fourth, informative censoring due to loss to 
follow- up might limit the interpretation of our result.52 
IPCW model was used to limit the bias of loss to follow- up 
and our main findings were unchanged in exploratory 

analyses (eg, subgroup analysis and multiple imputa-
tion), indicating the robustness of our study. Finally, 
competing risk bias could impact the results,53 because 
those who died during follow- up would have their 
outcomes censored, and it is unclear whether there is an 
association between death and weight trajectory groups. 
To reduce this bias, we used the Fine and Gray’s subdis-
tribution hazard model with deaths as competing events 
to estimate the cumulative incidence of type 2 diabetes, 
which means that our findings are reliable.

Implication
Our study indicated that the long- term substantial gain of 
BMI was significantly associated with an increased hazard 
of type 2 diabetes in the Chinese adults. Our findings 
provided an implication that controlling the speed of 
weight gain in life course might be an effective health 
promotion approach, and further may reduce hazard 
of type 2 diabetes in the Chinese population. Further 
studies are needed to evaluate the potential biological 
pathways between long- term weight gain and type 2 
diabetes pathogenesis.
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